Traditional change detection methods usually follow the image differencing, change feature extraction, and classification framework, and their performance is limited by such simple image domain differencing and also the hand-crafted features. Recently, the success of deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) has widely spread across the whole field of computer vision for their powerful representation abilities. Therefore, in this article, we address the remote sensing image change detection problem with deep learning techniques. We first propose an end-to-end dual-branch architecture, termed the W-Net, with each branch taking as input one of the two bitemporal images as in the traditional change detection models. In this way, CNN features with more powerful representative abilities can be obtained to boost the final detection performance. In addition, W-Net performs differencing in the feature domain rather than in the traditional image domain, which greatly alleviates loss of useful information for determining the changes. Furthermore, by reformulating change detection as an image translation problem, we apply the recently popular generative adversarial network (GAN) in which our W-Net serves as the generator, leading to a new GAN architecture for change detection which we call CDGAN. To train our networks and also facilitate future research, we construct a large scale data set by collecting images from Google Earth and provide carefully manually annotated ground truths. Experiments show that our proposed methods can provide fine-grained change detection results superior to the existing state-of-the-art baselines. Index Terms-Change detection, change detection generative adversarial network (CDGAN), convolutional neural network (CNN), remote sensing, W-Net. Bin Hou received the B.S. degree from the Qilu
I. INTRODUCTION
C HANGE detection for remote sensing refers to identifying the differences between images acquired over the same geographical area at different times [1] . It is widely used in disaster assessment [2] , environmental monitoring [3] , and urban expansion [4] . With the development of Earth observation techniques in recent years, an increasing number of high spatial and spectral resolution remote sensing images gain easier availability, which provides new opportunities and meanwhile challenges to change detection tasks with the involvement of detailed spatial and contextual information.
Most existing change detection methods follow a three-step workflow. First, image preprocessing techniques, such as co-registration and denoising, are applied in order to make the images as comparable as possible. Then, difference images (DIs) are generated by comparing multitemporal images in either a pixelwise or a segmentwise manner, with image differencing, image ratioing, and their variations. Finally, change features are extracted from the DIs, and change maps are obtained by analyzing the change features through classification.
The last step is the core part of change detection methods. After obtaining features of the two input images, change detection is usually treated as an unsupervised or supervised classification problem. Unsupervised methods usually identify changes via thresholding [5] , [6] or clustering [7] , [8] strategies. Though attractive in real applications for not required to collect and label ground truth data [9] , [10] , these methods cannot provide detailed change information, and thus, give poor results when changed and unchanged features are overlapped or their statistical distributions are modeled inaccurately. The performance would be even worse as the spatial resolution of images increases. Supervised classification [11] , [12] is a complementary solution to the unsupervised counterpart, which leverages prior information of land covers or changes. These methods are able to provide more accurate from-to information of changes. Either supervised or unsupervised, most existing methods rely on the hand-crafted feature representations, and consequently suffer from limited representative abilities to model complex and high-level change information, leading to rather poor performance under clutter land covers.
High-level features are crucial for classification tasks because they are more robust and invariant to some distracting factors, such as noise and scale variations. In this article, we propose to exploit deep learning techniques for change detection, which are well proved to be able to extract hierarchical features of input images straightforwardly. Deep learning-based architectures, especially convolutional neural networks (CNNs), can effectively model the spatial context. CNNs are capable of learning complex geometric features by using nonlinear activation functions in multilayer network 0196-2892 © 2019 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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configuration. They take input as a training image and outputs as a single label for each image. But for change detection, there are two input images that need to be converted to one input for the network, which may lead to loss of useful information. Based on this consideration, we design an endto-end dual-branch deep network for change detection, which is able to learn more robust and abstract representations for the neighborhood gray information of the given pixel. A fully convolutional network architecture, including encoder and decoder, is adopted due to its superiority for pixelwise classification. With such a dual-branch architecture, we are able to realize the feature expression of each image, and thus, effectively avoid the information lose compared with using a single-branch architecture. The proposed network is termed the "W-Net" and can produce a change map directly from two images by integrating the two processes of DI generation and classification. Furthermore, in contrast to the traditional DIs generation in the image domain, we conduct comparison in the feature domain and obtain different information in a learning manner. We generate change maps from the different features with a decoderlike architecture. In the proposed network, the two branches accept bitemporal images as input for feature extraction. Shortcut connections are used for information propagation from low-to high-resolution layers. Features from the two branches are fused through concatenation during the network learning.
To further enhance feature representation and generalization abilities of the detection model, we also propose to introduce generative adversarial networks (GANs) to solving change detection tasks. Traditional discriminant networks are heavily dependent on the statistical properties of the images and easily affected by unbalanced training data. Consequently, they can well perform in the same data domain but tend to fail to generalize to other related data domains. In this article, we incorporate the above-developed W-Net as a generator of a GAN architecture for detecting changes, and the traditional image classification task is, therefore, converted to an image translation problem. We name such an architecture the "CDGAN." Through the continuous adversarial learning, the network can establish a distribution connection between the two input images and DI, rather than just regarding change detection as the process of feature generation and classification.
In addition, to better facilitate the implementation of the proposed methods, we construct a large scale data set for change detection. It contains 29 000 pairs of remote sensing image patches with size of 256 × 256 pixels. These image patches are derived from 29 pairs of bitemporal high-resolution images collected with Google Earth and carefully annotated by some experts. It is expected to greatly alleviate the demand for large volumes of training samples of supervised, especially deep learning-based change detection methods. We promise to make the data set publicly available upon acceptance.
To summarize, we make the following contributions. 1) We propose W-Net for bitemporal remote sensing image change detection, which is an end-to-end dual-branch network that accepts two images as input and extracts features from them independently and generates change maps with the extracted difference features. 2) We are among the first to reformulate change detection as an image translation problem and address it with conditional generative adversarial learning. Our CDGAN uses the proposed W-Net as a generator to construct the GAN architecture and can accurately learn the distribution of change features and generate promising results. 3) A large and challenging data set is collected and labeled for change detection, which would greatly alleviate the demand for massive training samples for deep learning-based change detection methods.
II. RELATED WORK

A. Traditional Change Detection
Traditional change detection approaches can be grouped into pixel-based and object-based methods according to the unit of image analysis. Pixel-based methods make comparisons of bitemporal images and extract features from them in a pixelwise manner. In addition to the simple algebra methods, such as image differencing, image ratioing, and image regression, the most widely used technique is change vector analysis (CVA) [13] - [15] , which first computes a multispectral DI and then uses both magnitude and direction of difference vectors in a 2-D space for identifying changes. These methods do not consider local information, and thus, are sensitive to noise and misregistration errors. One solution is transforming the raw feature vectors into a new feature space to reduce noise impact. Principal component analysis (PCA) [16] , iterative reweighted multivariate alteration detection (IR-MAD) [17] , and wavelet transform [18] are popular image transformation methods. Another solution is incorporating spatial and contextual information of pixels by modeling local relationships of pixels [11] , [19] - [21] . In general, the pixel-based methods are more applicable to low-and medium-resolution remote sensing images than high-resolution ones.
Comparatively, object-based change detection (OBCD) methods compare and analyze meaningful objects with regular shapes and sizes obtained from segmentation methods. For example, Im et al. [22] proposed an OBCD method based on object/neighborhood correlation image analysis and image segmentation. Bovolo [23] proposed a novel parcel-based context-sensitive change detection technique for very high-resolution (VHR) remote sensing images, which models scenes at different resolutions by defining multitemporal and multilevel parcels and exploiting the spatial-context information. Huo et al. [24] improved the discriminability between changed and unchanged classes using the object-level features and boosted performance using progressive change feature classification. Chen et al. [25] presented a spatial contrast-enhanced image OBCD approach (SICA), in which image object detection approach (IODA) is used to identify changed areas in high-resolution satellite images by integrating shape changes into traditional change detection. Dingle and King [26] compared pixel-and object-based classifications in landcover change mapping and revealed that the object-based approach could show the change in information more accurately.
B. Deep Learning-Based Change Detection
Deep learning techniques have gained wide success in many vision tasks in recent years [27] - [29] . CNNs are among the most popular deep architectures and often used as the backbone or feature extractors to solve vision tasks for their good generalizability, such as AlexNet [30] , VGGNet [31] , and GoogleNet [32] .
Some researchers harness the capabilities of CNNs and other deep learning methods for remote sensing applications. For instance, Gong et al. [33] designed an end-to-end deep neural network using a stack of restricted Boltzmann machine and backpropagation (BP) to produce change detection maps directly. Gao et al. [34] proposed a semisupervised change detection model for synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images based on PCANet, in which training samples are obtained using Gabor wavelets and fuzzy c-means. Zhang et al. [35] presented a novel multispatial-resolution change detection framework incorporating deep-architecturebased unsupervised feature learning and mapping-based feature change analysis. Zhang et al. [36] combined deep belief networks and feature change analysis based on cosine angle distance to highlight the changes, and then mapped bitemporal change features into a 2-D polar domain for final classification. The above-mentioned architectures are relatively simple, mainly including a stack of fully connected layers, and thus, offer limited abilities to extract discriminative features. Most of these works adopt the handcrafted features, and traditional algorithms for training sets production and simple classification strategies for binary change map generation.
To avoid shortcomings of 1-D neural networks, 2-D CNNs are also used for change detection. Liu et al. [37] proposed a symmetric convolutional coupling network (SCCN) for heterogeneous images by transforming the features into a consistent feature space. Hou et al. [38] developed a low rank and deep feature-based change detection method, using fine-tuned VGGNet to extract hypercolumn features of the objects. Zhan et al. [39] trained a siamese CNN using the weighted contrastive loss to make unchanged pixels have similar features, and changed ones have distinct features. Wang et al. [40] presented an end-to-end 2-D CNN framework for hyperspectral image change detection, where mixed-affinity matrices are formed from which general end-toend 2-D CNN (GETNET) extracts features for classification. Zhang et al. [41] proposed a spectral-spatial joint learning network, using a network similar to the siamese CNN to extract spectral-spatial joint representations and fuse them to represent different information, and using the discrimination learning to explore the underlying information. Ma et al. [42] proposed a change detection method for heterogeneous images based on pixel-level mapping and a capsule network with a deep structure. Though these methods adaptively learn spectral and spatial information by using 2-D CNNs, they perform feature extraction of two input images, respectively, without considering the information connectivity between them.
In addition, they obtain DIs by some traditional feature fusion strategies. Comparatively, our proposed network can automatically learn the change features and perform final classification with the interconnected dual-branch fully CNN structure.
Recently, GANs [43] have gained much popularity for their good capability of generating high-quality images [44] - [46] . Observing DIs are the key to the performance of change detection; Gong et al. [47] modeled the distributions of training data and produced better DIs based on a GAN architecture. For generator and discriminator in their method, the fully-connected layer is also used for feature extraction or classification; a fuzzy local information c-means clustering algorithm (FLICM) [7] is applied to generate final change maps. Gong et al. [48] also proposed a generative discriminatory classified network (GDCN) for multispectral image change detection. Its generator converts the input noise into fake data that match real image data, and then labeled data and unlabeled data obtained by preclassification, as well as fake data are all input into DCN, leading to a GDCN architecture. Niu et al. [49] adopted a conditional GAN (cGAN) for change detection over heterogeneous images. It contains a cGAN-based translation network aiming to translate the optical image with the SAR image as a target, and an approximation network that approximates the SAR image to the translated one by reducing their pixelwise difference. However, their used network architectures all include simple, fully connected layers, taking a pixel or patch as input. In these networks, the neighborhood and contextual information around a pixel are not properly considered, and they suffer from a huge amount of learnable parameters. In addition, the selection of training samples depends on naive existing methods, and consequently, the subsequent process may get harmed by resultant errors. Our proposed CDGAN also uses fully convolutional layers as generator and discriminator for adaptively modeling geographic objects distribution, but our network training relies on lots of manually annotated data, which provides reliable data assurance. Then, the change detection performance is improved via realizing image generation.
III. PROPOSED METHODS
In this section, we first elaborate on the details of the proposed W-Net for change detection. Then, we explain how we apply adversarial training to detecting changes in the images based on the proposed W-Net, leading to a new GAN architecture named CDGAN.
A. W-Net for Change Detection 1) Formulation: Given two images X t 1 and X t 2 captured at different time t 1 and t 2 over the same site and ground truth CM, we aim to identify change areas between these two images. SupposeĈ M is the change map inferred from X t 1 and X t 2 , andĈ M i, j is the change values at location (i, j ).
is changed, and otherwise it indicates (i, j ) is unchanged. Instead of classifying (i, j ) as binary change values, we can estimate the probability of (i, j ) being changed by formulating it as a dense prediction problem
where c i, j = 1 indicates pixel (i, j ) is changed, and is the parameter set of the model, which can be solved by maximizing * = arg max
The change detection task can be modeled in (1) and solved by (2) with BP.
2) Architecture: Our architecture design is based on the following considerations. First, downsampling feature maps with strided convolution lead to better performance in low-level vision tasks than with pooling [45] , [50] , and thus, we adopt strided convolution in our network. Second, in traditional change detection, the input two images need to be converted to one input for the single branch network, which would cause information loss, and thus, we use a dual-branch network, each taking as input one of these two images. Such a network can also converge faster and more stable than a single branch one. Third, we use the most common kernel size, 3 × 3. Though larger kernel size often indicates better performance due to larger receptive field, the number of parameters also increases drastically, making it harder to train.
The proposed network consists of two branches, each of which is a subnetwork extracting features from an input image. Each feature extraction network (FEN) consists of four convolutional blocks, and each block contains one 3 × 3 convolutional layer and one 3 × 3 strided convolutional layer for downsampling. In addition, the shortcut connection is added to each convolutional block for the transmission between low-level spectral information and high-level semantic information. We use f t 1 l , f t 2 l ∈ R w l ×h l ×d l , and l = {1, . . . , .L} to represent feature maps in the lth layer of FEN at time t 1 and t 2 . Finally, we obtain the features f t 1 L and f t 2 L for X t 1 and X t 2 , respectively.
For high-resolution remote sensing, high intraclass variability and low interclass variability may lead to more information loss. The commonly used difference strategy would further aggravate this disadvantage. Comparatively, concatenation is more promising [51] and is a better choice for us. After obtaining features, change information is inferred from f t 1 L and f t 2 L . We then concatenate the two features ( f t 1 
from the outputs in the last convolutional layer of each convolutional block to form a joint feature representation of the two images and learn change information from them to obtain the DI. After that, a subsequent decoderlike network is used to predict the probabilities of changes in each pixel. The decoder is comprised of four deconvolutional blocks, each containing a 3 × 3 deconvolutional layer with  TABLE I DETAILED PARAMETERS OF THE W-NET stride 1 and a 3 × 3 deconvolutional layer with stride 2 for upsampling. We apply the rectified linear unit (ReLU) as the activation function after each convolutional layer and deconvolutional layer except for the last deconvolutional layer. With such convolutional and deconvolutional architectures, the final output would have the same size as the inputs. The devised network is shaped like the letter W , and therefore, we call it W-Net. The architecture and detailed parameters of W-Net are shown in Fig. 1 and Table I. 3) Loss Function: Given a set of training images and the corresponding change maps, our goal is to optimize the network through minimizing loss functions such that it can produce accurate change maps for the input bitemporal images. In this article, we use common cross entropy as loss function to train the W-Net, defined as
where L quantifies the misclassification by comparing the target label vectors y with the predicted label vectorsŷ, and N means the number of training samples.
B. GAN-Based Change Detection 1) Formulation:
The traditional GANs learn a mapping from a random noise vector z ∼ p z (z) to the output image CM. Given two input images X t 1 and X t 2 and an input noise variable z, the proposed CDGAN method can be modeled as inferring the change maps from the joint distribution of p(X t 1 , X t 2 , z) instead, i.e., to learn a mapping function G: (X t 1 , X t 2 , z) → CM. It can be rewritten as a conditional density estimation model p(CM|X t 1 , X t 2 , z). Inspired by [45] , it can be estimated using the conditional GAN framework, which is comprised of a generator network G and a discriminator network D. The generator G with parameter θ g is optimized to map X t 1 , X t 2 , and z to the data spaceĈ M = G(X t 1 , X t 2 , z; θ g ). The discriminator D with parameter θ d is used to output the probability D(X t 1 , X t 2 , CM; θ d ), where CM is from the real data distribution p data (X t 1 , X t 2 , CM), and the probability D(X t 1 , X t 2 ,Ĉ M; θ d ) is derived from the generator G.
2) Architecture: We adopt the above-presented W-Net as the generator of the CDGAN. For better training and more stable convergence, we adopt kernel size 5 × 5 for both generator and discriminator. The ReLU activation is also used in the generator except for the output layer, which uses the Tanh function. For the discriminator, the network is a conventional convolutional structure composed of four 5 × 5 convolutional layers. The last convolutional layer is flattened for a fully connected layer and then fed into a single sigmoid output. See Fig. 2 for an illustration of the proposed CDGAN architecture. The convolutional layers all use leaky ReLU activations Fig. 2 . Architecture of CDGAN. The generator of CDGAN is the proposed W-Net in Section III-A, which accepts the two images at different times as input and outputs the change map. The discriminator is a simple deep convolutional network in Section III-B, with the two images at different times, and the change map generated by generator or ground truth as input, and 1 or 0 standing for changed or unchanged class as output.
for better effects, except for the final fully connected layer, which uses a sigmoid activation.
3) Loss Function: The learning objective for change detection based on GAN corresponds to a minimax two-player game, which is formulated as
where the generator network G generates samples from an observed image x and a random noise z, and the discriminator network D is trained to distinguish whether a sample belongs to the real data y or is generated by G. A combination of the error from the discriminator and the L1 distance w.r.t. the ground truth can be used to improve the stability and convergence rate of the adversarial training in the generator, as shown in the following:
IV. EXPERIMENTS In this section, we first introduce the collection and annotation of training and testing data used in our experiments. Then, we provide implementation details of our methods and evaluation metrics. Finally, we compare our proposed methods, i.e., W-Net and CDGAN, with well-established baselines to validate their effectiveness.
A. Data Sets
To the best of our knowledge, currently, there have been a few available public data sets specifically for remote sensing change detection. To facilitate the training of our proposed methods, and to benefit future research, we construct a large-scale data set with high intraclass diversity and low interclass dissimilarity for change detection and provide ground truth annotations. For testing, we use two data sets, i.e., the Google Earth data set and the GF-2 data set, with details given below.
1) Data Collection: For training data, we first collect 29 pairs of sample images covering two big cities, Beijing and Tianjin, in China with Google Earth during the period from 2006 to 2017, with spatial resolution 0.46m (corresponding to 18-level Google images). Though Google Earth data are postprocessed, there is no significant difference between Google Earth data and the real optical remote sensing images even in the pixel-level land use/cover mapping [52] . These images are captured at different times of a day and seasons under different imaging conditions, which increase the complexities and diversities of the data. They are with quite large sizes, e.g., 2000 × 2000 pixels, and are manually labeled (annotation details will be presented in Section IV-A2). The classes of the objects in these captured images include buildings, waters, roads, bridges, residences, forests, and farmland, and mainly involve the changes caused by rapid urbanization. Buildings are the most significant component among these changes, and thus, in this article, we mainly focus on buildings.
Then, for each image of the 29 large image pairs, a set of 1 000 image patches with size 256 × 256 is generated by randomly cropping from the original one. That makes a total of 29 000 pairs of VHR optical remote sensing image patches, which are divided into 80% for training and 20% for validation. That is, we obtain a training set containing 23 200 pairs of image patches, and a validation set containing 5 800 pairs of image patches. To evaluate the performance of our proposed W-Net and CDGAN architectures, we also collect a testing data set, which is named Google Earth. This data set consists of 13 image pairs, all with a size of 500×500 pixels covering Beijing. They are captured with a spatial resolution of about 1 m during the period of 2009 to 2015. Besides this Google Earth data set, we also use a GF-2 data set for testing. It contains six image pairs with size 500 × 500 and spatial resolution about 1 m for commercial use. These images are captured by GaoFen-2 satellite covering Beijing in 2005.
2) Data Annotation: We first explain the annotation of ground truths over the collected images for training. All the 29 pairs of large images are manually labeled using remote sensing software ENVI5.1 by five annotators with expertise in remote sensing image processing. The labeling work takes about one month. After annotation, we also invite three specialists to manually check the annotated labeled images in order to ensure the annotation accuracy. The inspection work costs about two weeks. Some samples from our established training data set are shown in Fig. 3 .
ENVI is a professional remote sensing processing software with multiple useful modules, such as image registration, image pansharpening, and so on. For labeling the images, the annotators first open the two images of a pair captured at different times and overlap them in ENVI. Then, they apply the region of interest module to select the change areas manually with polygons. In this process, we make sure the polygons to have enough edges to respect the boundaries of actual ground objects as much as possible. After that, all the labeled regions are converted to binary classification maps with only black and white colors, with black color denoting unchanged areas and white color denoting changed areas.
The testing data are annotated with ground truths following similar procedures for the training data.
B. Implementation
We implement the proposed methods with TensorFlow framework [53] and train them on a single GeForce GTX 1080Ti GPU using Adam optimizer [54] . During training, the networks are initialized by drawing weights from zero-mean Gaussian distributions with a standard deviation 0.02, and biases are initialized as 0. The learning rate is initially set as 0.0002 and reduced in an adaptive way. The momentum is 0.5. The training time for our W-Net and CDGAN is presented in Table II . To avoid the fast convergence of the D network, the G network is updated twice for each D network update. In testing, we crop image patches from the original images in a raster scan manner with a step of 128 pixels. Then the outputs for each patch are stitched together to reconstruct the final results, where the pixel values in overlapping areas are averaged.
C. Evaluation Metrics
Both qualitative and quantitative analyses are employed to evaluate the performance of the proposed methods. For quantitative evaluation, missed alarm rate (MAR), false alarm rate (FAR), overall error rate (OER), and kappa coefficient (kappa) are adopted as metrics. The first three metrics are com- 
D. Comparison of W-Net and CDGAN
We first compare the performance of W-Net and CDGAN for change detection on the Google Earth data set and GF-2 data set. We list all quantitative results in terms of the four metrics, including FAR, MAR, OER, and kappa in Table III . Some example image pairs from these two data sets and corresponding results are shown in Fig. 4(k) and (l). We also plot FM curves and PR curves for each architecture in Fig. 5 .
On both testing data sets, i.e., Google Earth and GF-2, CDGAN performs better than W-Net w.r.t. all the metrics except MAR. CDGAN gains slightly higher MAR than W-Net, but the difference is almost negligible. Fig. 5 shows the FM and PR curves. According to FM curves, W-Net is superior to CDGAN with a smaller AUC area. However, as for PR curves, CDGAN is more preferable because it is basically above W-Net and closer to the top right corner in Fig. 5 . These results indicate that CDGAN is generally better than W-Net.
Comparing their quantitative performance from the perspective of testing data, the GF-2 data set has more complex spectral distributions than the Google Earth data set. The overperfect learning of strided convolution on Google Earth may affect their performance on the GF-2 data set to some extent. This may be the reason why W-Net and CDGAN achieve better performance regarding the four metrics on the Google Earth data set than on the GF-2 data set.
For qualitative comparison, as shown in Fig. 4(k) and (l), the proposed two methods do not show much difference w.r.t. missed detection. Both methods do not miss much-changed area compared with ground truth. CDGAN has a better performance with fewer false detection than W-Net. From the second-, fourth-, and fifth-image pairs in Fig. 4 , it can be seen that W-Net generates many false detections, while CDGAN successfully gets rid of these pseudochanges and generates more accurate and clearer results. Moreover, W-Net blurs some locations belonging to the changed class. Nevertheless, the performance of CDGAN is better over the main detection regions.
Through the comparisons earlier, we can see that generally, CDGAN obtains better experimental results than W-Net. GAN can learn more substantial distributions and relieves information loss in training data, consequently leading to better transferability and generalization.
E. Comparison of Proposed Methods With Other Baselines
To test the effectiveness of the proposed W-Net and CDGAN, we use seven approaches as baselines to make comparisons. The baselines methods include the following.
1) EM-based method [55] [ Fig. 4(d) ].
2) MRF-based method [55] [ Fig. 4(e) ].
3) IR-MAD-based method [17] [ Fig. 4(f [51] [ Fig. 4(j) ]. The involved parameters of these methods are set as those in their original articles. The experiments are conducted also on two testing data sets Google Earth and GF-2. The quantitative comparisons are presented in Table III , and the qualitative results are summarized in Fig. 4 . For quantitative comparison, it can be seen from Table III , CDGAN outperforms all of the compared methods in terms of OER and kappa metrics, and our W-Net is the second best, on both of the testing data sets. Regarding the FAR metric, our W-Net and CDGAN are among the best methods on both Gooogle Earth and GF-2 testing data sets. For example, CDGAN ranks the first among all the methods in terms of FAR on Google Earth and the second place on GF-2; W-Net is the third-best method on both data sets. However, we also observe that our methods do not achieve competitive MAR performance. This can be possibly explained as follows. First, our training data size is rather limited considering the data-hunger of CNNs; second, we do not use data augmentation; third, we use random initialization and do not use pretrained backbone. From an overall perspective, the results validate that our proposed W-Net and CDGAN are able to work well for change detection tasks. They can learn the feature differences of the changed pixel pairs and shrink the feature differences between the unchanged pixel pairs. In addition, they can learn the intrinsic connections between the inputs and ground truth through training the conv-deconv networks. Fig. 4 shows some change maps obtained by all the seven baseline methods and our proposed W-Net and CDGAN. It is obvious that the change maps generated by our methods are very close to the ground truths. The results of the baseline methods look relatively messy and discontinuous, while our methods generate clearer unchanged regions and more accurate boundaries for changed regions. Especially, compared with a large number of missed and false alarms of other methods, our methods achieve the best results, as shown in the third-image pair of Fig. 4 , which is rather challenging. In addition, our methods avoid pseudovegetation changes caused by seasons, as shown in the second Google Earth image and all the GF-2 images of Fig. 4 . Our proposed methods are robust to noise due to the integration of spectral and spatial information. Deep network architectures construct more powerful and discriminative feature representation. It is demonstrated that the change information extraction and classification through network learning may be helpful in mining the substantial difference information and avoiding redundant distracting information.
From the above-mentioned quantitative and qualitative comparisons, it can be verified that the proposed W-Net and CDGAN are able to achieve more satisfactory results than the state-of-the-art change detection baselines. Our proposed methods not only have better performance on homologous data to training data but also perform similarly well on heterogenous data, i.e., GF-2 data set, showing good generalization ability. This could be owing to the conv-deconv architectures and the introduction of GAN. In addition, strided convolutions, concatenation strategy, and short connection also reinforce the feature learning ability and noise immunity of the proposed networks. The proposed end-to-end networks can adaptively learn the latent distributions, which are implemented by two steps of generation and classification of DIs as in the traditional methods.
V. CONCLUSION
In this article, we propose to apply deep learning techniques to tackling change detection on high-resolution remote sensing images. First, we construct a dual-branch W-Net architecture, which adopts strided convolution, concatenation, and short connection strategies to realize change features extraction and classification. Then, a GAN is designed, which adopts our W-Net as a generator to learn a mapping function that reveals the distributions. Two data sets, the Google Earth data set and the GF-2 data set, are used to verify their effectiveness through both qualitative and quantitative comparisons. The experiments show that our W-Net and CDGAN obtain effective results, and CDGAN is able to bring some performance improvement over W-Net. Different from the traditional methods, our methods can obtain final change maps directly from the two original images. In the future, we will attempt to devise better network architectures based on our current work for change detection. In addition, we also try to transfer our models by using GF-2 or other data sets for training. Qingjie Liu (M'15) received the Ph.D. degree in
